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Abstract-This paper evaluates in AWGN and dense multipath This paper is structured as follows. After a quick overview
environments several time acquisition algorithms for digital of the types of synchronization (Section II) and the working
pulsed UWB receivers sampling below Nyquist Rate for high principle of the subsampling receiver (Section III), several
speed communication. As UWB systems imply severe implemen- . .

p

tation challenges, we perform an interdisciplinary analysis of the aloriths ar ented iSectionV.. Finally,etheirpfo
design space by associating the system level assessment with an mance is evaluated (Section V) before the conclusions.
implementation perspective. Several architectures of the proposed
algorithms have been rapidly prototyped on FPGA using a state- II. SYNCHRONIZATION TYPES
of-the-art design flow which can be extended to ASIC design.

Time acquisition has been extensively studied for classical
I. INTRODUCTION UWB receivers and includes signal detection and synchroniza-

The design of pulsed UWB receivers presents unique chal- tion at pulse, symbol (or code), and preamble level [3] [4].
lenges along the complete design flow, ranging from system The task of signal detection consists of the decision on
(algorithmic) level to practical implementation aspects. The the presence or absence of signal within a limit of time
need to capture efficiently the energy of the transmitted pulses specified at a higher level in the communication protocol.
which are spread by the UWB channel, accurate synchro- The synchronization at preamble level is specific to data-aided
nization, interference mitigation, are few examples of system acquisition systems and estimates where the preamble ends.
design concerns which are exacerbated in the UWB context. The synchronization at code or symbol level detects the
Limited ADC sampling rates and ADC bit widths, dynamic symbol boundaries. By virtue of their autocorrelation proper-
and static (leakage) power consumption constraints, constitute ties, PN codes used in time-hopping (TH) or direct-sequence
typical implementation aspects which require dedicated atten- (DS) UWB systems enable the estimation of symbol delin-
tion to guarantee the successful deployment of UWB systems, eation, as only one code permutation maximizes the energy of
in particular for power-constrained mobile devices. the despread signal.

Wireless systems have been traditionally developed follow- The synchronization at pulse level identifies the optimal
ing design flows where DSP engineers, system architects, boundaries of the periods constituting the symbols. In coherent
hardware and software designers, develop the system with receivers, where the incoming signal is correlated (matched
a single focus on their speciality. However, the peculiari- filtered) with a locally generated template, pulse level synchro-
ties of UWB technology motivate innovative holistic design nization algorithms determine the optimal alignment between
approaches which consider the system being developed as the template and the received signal, typically by looking for
a whole, and take global optimizations opportunities into the template position which maximizes the correlator output.
account. We integrate therefore the disciplines of system level These receivers can reach in theory the highest performance
and detailed design into a combined effort with the support of if perfect matched filtering is achieved and complete channel
advanced prototyping techniques, and apply in this paper our knowledge (including path- and antenna-dependent pulse dis-
approach to the study of the synchronization of a subsampling tortion) is known before the synchronization. Such approach
UWB receiver. suffers from severe implementation difficulties associated with

Subsampling techniques [1][2] provide a particularly at- RAKE structures in the analog domain with extremely large
tractive alternative to classical receivers in the context of number of fingers, or high sampling rates for digital-based
time acquisition, as their search space is dramatically reduced receivers. On the other hand, non-coherent receivers, such as
and fast synchronization time can be achieved. In [2], a transmitted reference systems [5], are typically based on the
subsampling receiver was proposed which can achieve 100 maximization of the received signal energy for different time
Mbit/s at 10 m distance for signals occupying the 3.1-10.6 window candidates, and do not require a-priori estimation of
GHz band, with an ADC sampling below 1 GSamples/s. This the channel. In any case, coherent and non-coherent receivers
paper presents the assessment of several signal synchronization face the same fundamental issue that the search space is infi-
acquisition algorithms for such receiver from a combined nite for analog architectures, which require accurate digitally
system- and implementation-level perspective, controlled analog delay lines [6] and are difficult to implement,
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Rx analog an equalizer is motivated by the substantial simplifications it
LNA->DCVGA ADC introduces in the subsequent blocks: a line spectrum method

of order K only is required, instead of KNp.
Rx digia A line spectrum estimation method such as ESPRIT requires

-- PAM bits expanding a data matrix using a Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD), solving a least-squares system and computing the roots

spreading FFT equal. est _ofa polynomial. In the particular case of K = 1 (i.e. a single
CP Removal pulse per period Tf), which requires the lowest sampling

rate and will be assumed, the implementation of ESPRIT is
Fig. 1. Subsampling Receiver Architecture. reduced to the SVD, as the other operations become trivial,

and can be efficiently realized with a systolic array [11] [12].

and remains prohibitively huge for digital architectures sam- IV. SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE SUBSAMPLING RECEIVER
pling at Nyquist rate. What is worse, synchronization at code A. Preamble Signal Model
level increases the search space size proportionally to the code Similarly to common existing wireless systems, we assumelength. This issue has motivated many search optimization data-aided synchronization: the transmitter sends at the be-
techniques and 2-steps synchronization algorithms [7]. ginning of each packet a sequence of symbols known at theSubsampling receivers provide a suboptimal but fully digital t.h
and flexible alternative which allows several signal process- reevr oadsnhoiain custo n riigo handflexibleatornatbve appie Cllombned lcannl e n equalizer. This preamble consists, for example, of a repetitioning techniques to be applied. Combined channel estimation of identical symbols terminated by a sign inverted symbol.and synchronization methods were proposed in [8] and [9]. This sign change allows the synchronization at preambleHowever, compared to the solutions investigated in this paper, level g g y
they require higher ADC sampling rates, a-priori~~knowedg by means of a running autocorrelation or a simple signthey requir e higher ADC sampling rates, a-priori knowledge inversion detection, without having to perform any kind ofof the number of multipaths, longer preambles, and frequency demodulation to recognize the preamble pattern.

domain processing. As further developed in Section IV, we'. As motivated in section II, we assume the transmitterrely instead on time domain algorithms which do not require is spreading the symbols in the preamble using PN codes,
any knowledge of the channel characteristics.

although other types of code may be used. For the sake
III. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE SUBSAMPLING RECEIVER of simplicity, we assume that the code is used to modulate
This section summarizes how the proposed subsampling the amplitude of the pulses (DS-UWB), not their position.

receiver (fig. 1) demodulates the incoming signal, to ease the This decision simplifies the implementation since it allows for
identification of synchronization algorithms which take benefit pipelined operation, as shown in the following sections, and
of its pecularities. eases the routing of the wires from the shift registers to the
A received pulsed UWB signal r(t) can be modelled as combinational logic computing the despread symbols.

the convolution between a stream of Diracs sent at frame rate As an example, the shortest sequence of symbols for a
1/Tf and the compound channel h,(t) =N aipi(t - Ti), receiver relying on the autocorrelation of two consecutive
which includes the pulse distortion caused by the antennas symbols is {A,A,-A}. For a pulse repetition rate of 20
and the dispersive behavior of the building materials in the MHz, which prevents inter frame interference (IFI) with
propagation channel: common UWB channel models [13], and a PN code of length

+oo K N, 31, the preamble length for the synchronization is equal
r(t) h (t) 0 ,3 ,3 a,,kc(t -nTf - t,k) + n(t) (1) to 3* 31 * 50ns = 4.65us. Adding few symbols for stabilization

n=-oc k=1
of the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) still keeps the preamble

n=-oo k=1
length shorter than current high data rate wireless systems such

where an,k {O, ±A, ±3A,... } and tn,k {0, A, 2A, ... } as IEEE 802.11a (16us).
are the data streams modulating K pulse amplitudes and The received preamble can therefore be expressed as
positions per period Tf, respectively, and n(t) is the received
additive while gaussian noise (AWGN). For the sake of Np-1 NC-1
simplicity, we omit in (1) the TH or DS spreading code rp(t) hc(t)® E E aicJ6KtiNCTfjTf)+n(t) (2)
as the working principles of the subsampling receiver are i=o j=O
independent of the chosen spreading technique. where Np is the number of symbols in the preamble, ai C
The received signal r(t) is filtered, subsampled accord- {-A, A} the pulse amplitudes, and cj C {-1, 1} the PN code.

ing to [10], and despread appropriately. Following the work This signal is subsampled at rate 1/T, and Nf = Tf/T,
on sampling signals with finite rate of innovation [10]. we complex samples per pulse period are available.
suggested in [2] to apply a line spectrum PSD estimation
method, such as ESPRIT, in the frequency domain to estimate B. Synchronization Algorithms
the position of the Diracs, after compensation of the channel For a time window of A/ = NCNf samples, the receiver can
effects by a simplified MMSE equalizer. The application of despread the received signal by A/s different permutations of
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the PN code upsampled by a factor Nf. The synchronization AWGN, Eb/No = 15.0 dB CM1, Eb/No = 15.0 dB CM4, Eb/No = 15.0 dB
algorithm must detect which permutation maximizes the SNR, 0.06
i.e. the signal energy collected after despreading. 0o04 0.04 0.04

Given a sequence of samples x[k] = rp(kT, + e), where 0.02 0.02 0.02

c < TI is the initial clock offset between the transceivers and 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40
0 < k < NpN, - 1, different synchronization algorithms can AWGN, Eb/No =30.0 dB CM1, Eb/No = 30.0 dB CM4, Eb/No = 30.0 dB
be investigated. 0.2 0.2 0.2

1) Maximum autocorrelation estimated with NA samples: 0
0.1010.1

From a window of NA consecutive samples of x [k] = s [k] + a
n[k], where s[k] and n[k] are the signal and noise contribution 0 120 0 o1 2030-4

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40
at the output of the sampling device, the autocorrelation of
despread samples for different positions of the pulse period o AWGN M CM4
boundaries and permutations of the PN code can be computed. a

The despread symbol y(i) [k], 0 < k < Nf -1, correspond- -5pp
ing to the code permutation 0 <i .< N- 1 is given byE10203040

0 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40
NA-1 sample permutation sample permutation sample permutation

yt)[k] = ,: c [jxS [(k + 'Nf + i (modN,)] (3)y k Nc j Fig. 2. Distribution of position of the synchronization point (N, = 3,
j=° Nf = 16, l/Ts = 320MHz, Tf = 50ns) estimated from N8 samples, and

= Y) [k] + ynj) [k] (4) corresponding collected energy.

where y(i) [k] and y(t) [k] correspond to the despread signal
and noise contribution for the jth permutation. By approxi- If the noise affecting P(M) was not correlated, the cdf of
mating n[k] with an AWGN random variable with variance maXO.i.Ns-1 p(i) would be simply given by the product of

we have y(i) [k] N (yi) [k], aN); The estimated power the cdfs of p(i) and the pdf of ianalytically deduced. Sim-
/ ulations indicate that the noise correlation has as consequence

of the despread noiseless signal corresponding to the ith code
perutaionis ive byPM 1 Nf- 1 (i) [k 2 ad

that E [tsync] 7t tsync,opt at low SNR (fig. 2). In case short
permutation iS given by P()' Z l)Nfk= (i [k] , and of impulse response of the compound channel, Nf different

alternatives give similar autocorrelation. The synchronization
p(i) 1 Nf-1 2 1 N 2 algorithm should therefore choose any of these with same

S y(') [k] + 5I ynj [k]p-Nf I Ys |NfYn |probability, i.e. P) p) p ync
= p sync j

k Nf f A0 Instead, it favours permutations where the boundaries of the
+1 X ) 2 v y(i) [k]Y (5) code are close to the location of the pulse, decreasing therefore

+ Nf 5:Y[ [k] ( the robustness of the system against clock offset and increasing
k=0 J the risk of choosing a sub-optimal permutation in presence

=p(i) + p(i) + p(i) (6) of a channel with an impulse response much shorter than
the pulse period. However, limEb/No, E Psync] = ,The synchronization point iS given by(i) * *sync Moreover, the SNR degradation remains negligible, as shown

arg maxO<i<N,-1 P( which, in absence of noise, in Section V. Finally, the issue is quickly alleviated in presence
corresponds to the synchronization point maximizing of longer channel response.

the s~~~~~~~~igna pofwoner argaxOinnel rspnethesignalp ower pt argmaxO< i<N-1 The chief advantage of this algorithm is its moderate
The noise corrupts the deterministic part of p(i), P(), by implementation cost and fast synchronization time. Indeed, the

adding 2 random contributions: shortest preamble for synchronization is {A, -A}. Instead of
* pn ) Nan2X2 Nfa term proportional to the noise working on a single symbol stored into memory, an unpractical
power of the received signal and power hungry solution at the sampling rate of this system,

* pU, a signal-cross-noise term converging to zero as Nf incoming samples can be stored in a shift register and a

nr s (i) [r F ) l 0. running estimation of the despread symbol and autocorrelationIncreas e s,slnceE LyS [k] = E yn[ =°canbe performed (fig. 3). Under the assumption of an unrolled
As a results, p(i) follows a non-central chi-square distribution architecture required by the fast clock speed, and before fixed-
for large Nf . point optimization, the algorithm needs

Clearly, the drawback of this algorithm is the bias intro- * in case the autocorrelation is computed every cycle from
duced in the estimated signal power caused by the noise. . .all available samples: 2Nsb flip-flops (FFs), 2(NC -1)
Another negative point is the correlation between the noise . .adders for the despreading, and 4Nf multipliers of
affecting the different p(i) .It can indeed be shown that . .(b + Flog2 (Ne)]) bits, where b is the ADC bit width.

F/* t~~~~~~\~~~ ~~~ This approach makes the chip layout particularly difficult,

F [P(p() -()(PS() ~P5rJ) - O 0 i,j (7) ..requires a prohibitive number of multipliers, and will
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Nf*Nc Nf*Nc

samples .. samplesN

sequence 1Weqec
of despread ddespread r ofedesPpread RJea amdtdespread samples SYmo at t0 samples

symbol at to cross-correlation
-- / ..autocorrelation des

desbprleatd } '' symboreatt maxL__X, _____

g gg / ~~~~~max, 0 1/Nf'N
Nd*Nsdesdx . /

dsymbolad sybo atxt2Iy
Fig. 4. Architecture for cross-correlation method, single despreading logic.

Fig. 3. Architecture for autocorrelation based algorithm. The despread
symbol at ti+1 only differs from t2 by 1 sample, which can be computed/
with a tree of 2(NC -1) adders. P [Ynn] = s2K0 ( YJ2Q) . By virtue of the central limit

theorem, psi) can be approximated by N (o, N2Nf).
therefore not be further considered. * P()and P(i2, which follow N (0, NN)

*in case the autocorrelation iS computed at cycle i from the c
value at previous cycle i-i: 2Nb+2Nf (b+ log2 Nc1) Compared to previous solution, the noise on p(i) has
FFs, 2 (N - 1) adders for the despreading, and 8 multi- reduced variance but remains correlated, and the shortest
pliers of (b + Flog2 (NC)1 ) bits. preamble becomes now {A, A, -A}. From an implementation
2)Maiu crs-orlto esiae wit7N samples viewpoint, and assuming directly a pipelined architecture (i.e.

Compred o pevios slutin, he crreatio beweentwo the cross-correlation at cycle i is computed from the previous
consecutive despread windows of NVs samples iS computed cyl ) trqie
instead of the aucorrelation of a single window. The obvious . in case the despread samples are stored into a shift regis-
benefit is an increased robustness against noise as the squared ter (fig. 4): 2Nsb + 2Ns (b + Flog2 NC1 ) FFs, 2 (Nc 1)
noise term in eq. (5) is avoided, adders for the despreading, and 8 multipliers of (b +

In this case, P(i) =_ 1 ZNflo 1[]2[ where Flog2 (NC)1) bits.
Nf k. in case the logic to compute the despread symbols iS

1Nc-1l duplicated: 4Nsb + 4Nf (b + Flog2 Ne] ) FFs, 4 (Nc -1)
y1i [k] =1 ; c [j] Sc [(kt + jNf + i) (modNs)1 adders for the despreading, and 16 multipliers of (b +

c i= log2 (Ne)] ) bits. This solution trades logic against FFs.
= ( ) [k] + y$i)1 [k] (8) 3) Maximum singular value of SVD from Ns samples. The

SVD present in the system for demodulation purposes can be
1NC-1 also used to acquire synchronization and save significant chip

Y(i [k] j=N c [j] x [(NcNf + kz + jNf + i) (modNs)1 area. Indeed, there are Nf ways of chopping up a window of
c i=o ~~~~~~~Nssamples into Ncvectors ofNfconsecutive samples xl

= y(i) [k] + y(i) [k] (9) [x [(i + jNf) modNs1,.. , x [((Nf -1) + i + jNf) modNs11,s, 0O< i . Nf-1,0.< j < Nc-1. These vectors are then
As y(i [k] = y(i [k] _ ySi) [k], y(i) [k] and y()both follow a stacked column-wise into a matrix of size NfxNc. We obtain
N (Yt ) [1X]: N) distribution, where we approximate as before Nf different matrices X(i = [Xo) . .. xN< 1] = S(i + N()
m[k] by an AWGN with variance oJ. As a result, where S(i and N(i correspond to the signal and noise

p() 1Nf-1 2 Nl () contributions in X()p(i)
Syv(i) [k]l + 1

5 yi) [kl *i[kl + In absence of noise, the optimum synchronization point
Nf kY0 I f YsY,2 corresponds to the permutation t in:Pwhich yields to

1Nf-°1 1= Nfl yl <pt) = S( Vt.Pt) with the greatest ratio s/s)

N S ?J(i [k]yi)1 [k] + 5 y$t )[k]y$j( )[k] between its first and second singular values. Indeed, in pres-Nf k=o n,kN o , ence of IFI, only S( snC,pt) will have a rank equal to 1,
_ ()+p(i) + p()+ pi10 and corresponds to the optimum alignment of the PN code.

+s (is(nn (i) (10) All other permutations give rankz (S(i)) 74 1, as the singular
and the synchronization point is given by isyric =values [. ), o(f>_] are nonzero.
argmaxO<i<N 1 p(i)- The noise corrupts Ps , the determin- In presence of noise, the singular values of S(i will be
istic part of p(i), by adding 3 random contributions: corrupted by noise, and the SVD of X(i = U( )(i)V(i)H

* (i), noise-cross-noise term: each product Yn - gives the singular values i)=i)+ oj(), 0 < k< Nc -1.
ynt)1[k]yj2[k] has aprobability density function given by The synchronization point corresponds to the permutation
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AWGN, Eb/No = 15.0 dB CM1, Eb/No = 15.0 dB CM4, Eb/No = 15.0 dB AWGN, Eb/No =10 dB AWGN, Eb/No = 15 dB AWGN, Eb/No =20 dB

0.06 0.06 0.06

> 0.04 Sk 0.04p 0.04 0.h'z5W 0.5p 0.5

0a02 0.02 0.02

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 ° 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1

AWGN, Eb/No =30.0 dB CM1, Eb/No =30.0 dB CM4, Eb/No =30.0 dB CM4, Eb/No =10 dB CM4, Eb/No =15 dB CM4, Eb/No =20 dB
0.2 0.2 0.2

_ 0.1 0.1 0.5 -e--|ACorr._ -2TkI | 117tA/LD2Je ffi ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Xorro S111 11111 I li lh o J1111 IIIIIL o 1n. . jl111111|1 f t g |~~~~ SVD|
0 0 0lh, 00

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 0 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 0 0.51
pFA pFA PFA

Fig. 5. Distribution of the position of the synchronization point (N, = 3,
Nf = 16, 1/T, = 320MHz, Tf 50ns) estimated from N2 samples. Fig. 6. PD VS. PFA in AWGN and multipath channel conditions, N, = 31.

tsync = arg maxo<i<Nl 0 i)70J(). As the noise power V. PERFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION COST OF THE

increases, n,k will gradually become higher than (7s), and SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHMS

(1(t) is the last singular value in [(i(') ..,(N to become A. Synchronization Metric(i)SD. ~ soN->l.]t eoe A SnhoiainMti
negligible with respect to the noise, and motivates the decision In order to have a metric independent of the demodulation
to choose (7(i)/7(1t as a decision variable.t s technique, we will rely on the SNR degradation at the chosen

This solution has the advantage of providing directly the PN synchronization point instead of BER curves. Synchronization
code in the first column of V(',Y- ). However, the correlation algorithms will be assessed in terms of probability of synchro-
of the noise affecting the decision variable 0) 70i cano 1 nization Psync, i.e. the likelihood that the a valid synchroniza-
lead to suboptimal results, as for algorithms 1 and 2. From tion point is chosen and a signal is correctly detected. The
an implementation viewpoint, and assuming a systolic array validity of the synchronization decision will be determined
based on unrolled CORDICs of bcor > b stages to achieve by comparing the SNR at the chosen synchronization point
maximal speed, where bcor is the CORDIC bit width, this SNRsync with respect to the SNR achieved at the optimal
alogrithm requires 2Nsb FFs to store the samples, and Ns synchronization point, SNRopt. Correct synchronization is
CORDICs requiring each 3b2cor FFs and 3bcor adders of bcor declared if the SNR degradation SNRopt - SNRsync caused
bits. However, this implementation cost is virtually zero if the by missynchronization is below a tolerable degradation ASNR,
same hardware is used for this SVD and the one in ESPRIT, i.e., Psyc = P ((SNRopt - SNRsync <. SNR) n D S). In
which is possible by choosing carefully the code length and this paper we will consider ASNR 1dB
sampling rate of the receiver.

4) Maximum autocorrelationicross-correlation/singular B. Comparison of the Algorithms
value ratio estimated with N 2 samples: If successive
windows of Ns~samples are taken from N2 samples instead Figure 6 illustrates few examples of receiver operating
of Ns, and the jth window is used to estimate the decision characteristics (ROCs) for the presented solutions, and shows
variable at index i, the noise affecting these variables becomes the degradation caused by IFI as well as the superiority of
uncorrelated, and p[isync] follows the energy profile (fig. 5). the algorithm based on cross-correlation. A closer look at the
We will not consider further this solution as the preamble SNR degradation for various code lengths (fig. 7) indicates that
length and synchronization time become unacceptably long, the performance of the SVD does not significantly improve
whereas the performance gain remains negligible, with longer codes. Indeed, the SVD method does not need to

compute the despread signal but the risk of wrongly estimating
C. Signal Detection the PN code alignement does not decrease with longer codes.

Signal Detection can be carried out together with the Instead, the despreading operation provides stronger robust-
synchronization procedure. A simple and classical solution ness for the auto- and cross-correlation based methods as the
is to compare the synchronization decision variable to a code length increases, although the IFI ultimately sets a lower
threshold which must be determined according to a given bound on the SNR degradation. A similar conclusion can be
criterion. The threshold is static in our system as the signal drawn for Psync (fig. 8).
power at the input of the synchronization block is fixed at The different architectures proposed for the auto- and cross-
a level specified by the AGC [14]. In this paper, we will correlation in section IV-B have been prototyped on Xilinx
use the Neyman-Pearson criterion [15], which maximizes the Virtex 4 LX200 FPGA with a clock rate slower by a factor
probability of detection PD while minimizing the probability 3 compared to the target ADC and ASIC clock speed of 320
of false alarm PFA. BY representing the events of signal MHz. Advanced tools have been used which allow direct im-
detection, presence and absence of a signal by D, S and S plementation from Simulink towards FPGA [16]. This design
respectively, PD =P (D S) and PFA =P (D S). flow can be extended towards ASIC development [17]. At the
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AWGN, NC=15 AWGN, NC=31 AWGN, NC=63 x 104
7 -2 2000

E ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~XOorr2 - e- XOorr2
m02 2 2 XCXorr1 2XCorr1 -
<,, - ACorr 1500--AbtACorr

0) -4 -48 -48 Fi.9 PAae o5h ifrn-agrtm eoe(ahdlnsn

. -O- SVD (est) O - SVD (est.) p

-0 3 -0
10 20 30 10 20 30 10 20 30 E --

_:2 =3: 500~
CM4, NC=15 CM4, NC=31 CM4, NC=63 a

-2 -2 -2 ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~1 2345 1 2 3 4 5
-4 -4 -4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ADO bits ADO bits

ry- -6 ~~~~-6 -6 XCorr
co -8 -8 -8 Fig. 9. FPGA area for the different algorithms before (dashed lines) and

10 20 30 10 20 30 10 20 30 after (continuous lines) fixed-point optimization.Eb/No [dB] Eb/No [dB] Eb/No [dB]

Fig. 7. SNR degradation at the estimated synchronization point in AWGN method yields to significant savings for an implementation of
and multipath channel conditions, for various code lengths.

our subsampling receiver where area and power consumption
AWGN, Nc~=15 AWGN, Nc~=31 AWGN, Nci=63 are the dominant criterion. Future work will concentrate on

the complete implementation of the system for a detailed
evaluation of its complexity.
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